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Foreword

It would be interesting to choose the best chess book from the 20th century. My System by Aron 
Nimzowitsch would certainly be my favourite, and I think this would be a common choice. According 
to Mikhail Tal, this book is “full of the elixir of chess youth”. What are the secrets behind the powerful 
effect My System has on its readers?

I think that the magical power of this book can be found in the fact that the author managed to 
be ahead of his time. Already in 1925 he expressed still relevant modern ideas like prophylaxis, pawn 
activity, and the blockade. The impulse that originated from Nimzowitsch was so immense that the 
thinking of chess developed in his direction. If you look at the games of Petrosian and Karpov you 
immediately find the traces of Nimzowitsch’s “system”. These outstanding chess players developed to 
perfection the prophylactic style of preventing the opponent’s possibilities.

Nimzowitsch’s mark is recognisable to some extent in every top player. When I contemplate the 
later games of Kasparov, I am convinced that many of his decisions are based on purely prophylactic 
grounds.

Nimzowitsch did not write a simple handbook of opening lines, but a manual of chess. The opinions, 
ideas, and generalisations that he describes gave rise to a true revolution, whose consequences we can 
correctly evaluate today.

Artur Yusupov

From the publishers

When we decided to publish a new edition of My System our primary intention was to produce an 
updated translation. The second issue was which source we should use for this translation. We decided 
on the 2005 Rattman German edition, which contains a number of improvements from previous 
editions. We also decided to computer-check, within reason, the games in the book. The Rattman 
edition already had some interesting observations on the original text, which we decided to retain with 
their corrections in the text or as footnotes on the page (pages 15, 64, 74, 76, 84, 106, 126, 156) and 
their references to the editor.

We have also added two small essays at the end of the book. The first is a general discussion about 
the current relevance of My System; the second contains just over a dozen positions from the book 
where we think a new opinion might interest the reader. These positions have also been marked with 
superscript throughout the book.

We would like to thank Yuri Garrett of Caissa Italia for his superb efforts in researching Nimzowitsch’s 
tournament and match results, which are included towards the end of this book as the article “The 
Chess Career of Aron Nimzowitsch”.

This second print contains minor modifications, most of which will be hard to spot in a comparison. 
Alas, there is one addition to the Nimzowitsch for the 21st Centory at the end of the book.

We hope that our new edition of My System will reveal this classic to a new generation of young 
chess players.

December 2006/August 2007



Preface

In general, I am not at all in favour of writing a preface; but in this case it seems necessary because the 
whole business is so novel, that a preface would be a welcome aid.

My new system did not arise all at once, but rather it grew slowly and gradually, or as one might say 
organically. Of course the main idea, the thorough analysing one by one of the different elements of 
chess strategy, is based on inspiration. But it would in no way be sufficient, should I wish to discuss 
open files, to say that such and such a file should be occupied and exploited, or if talking about passed 
pawns to say that this particular one should be stopped. No, it is necessary to go into some detail. It 
may sound somewhat amusing, but let me assure you, my dear reader, that for me the passed pawn 
possesses a soul, just like a human being; it has unrecognised desires which slumber deep inside it and 
it has fears, the very existence of which it can but scarcely divine. I feel the same about the pawn chain 
and the other elements of strategy. I now intend to give to you concerning each of these elements a 
series of laws and rules which you can use, rules which do go into a lot of detail and which will help 
you to attain clarity even about the apparently mysterious links between events, such as are to be 
found over the 64 squares of our beloved chessboard.

Part II of the book then goes into positional play, especially in its neo-romantic form. It is frequently 
claimed that I am the father of the neo-romantic school. Therefore it should be of interest to hear what 
I think about it.

Manuals are customarily written in a dry, instructive style. It is thought that one would somehow 
lose face, if one allowed a humorous tone to appear, because what does humour have to do in a 
chess manual! I cannot share this point of view. In fact I would go further: I consider it to be totally 
wrong, since real humour often contains more inner truth than the most solemn seriousness. As far 
as I am concerned, I am a great fan of parallels with an amusing effect, and thus I like to draw on the 
events of everyday life in order by doing so to throw some light on complicated happenings over the 
chessboard.

At many points in the book I have added a schematic diagram so that the structure of my thought 
can be seen clearly. This step was taken not only on pedagogical grounds, but also for reasons connected 
with personal security – since less gifted critics (and these do exist) only wish to or only can take into 
account isolated details and not the more complicated underlying structure which is the true content 
of my book. The individual parts, apparent by name at first sight, are seemingly so simple, but that is 
their merit. To have reduced the chaos inherent to a certain number of rules linked to each other in 
various relationships of cause and effect, that is exactly what I think I can be proud of. For example, 
the 5 special cases linked to the 7th and 8th ranks sound simple, but how difficult it was to tease them 
out of the surrounding chaos! Or the open file or even the pawn chains! Of course, at each stage things 
become more difficult, because the book is intended to be progressive in level. But I do not consider 
this growing difficulty to be armour which will protect me from the attacks of those critics who use 
only light weapons. I insist on this only for the sake of my readers. I will also be attacked for making 
use of a great number of my own games. But I shall not be downcast by this attack either. After all, am 
I not justified in illustrating my system with my games?! Moreover, I even include some games (well) 
played by amateurs, but this does not make me one.

I now confide this first edition to the public view. I do so with a clear conscience. My book will have 
its faults, it would be impossible for me to cast light into all the corners of strategy, but I consider that 
I have written the first real manual about the game of chess and not simply about the openings.

August 1925      The author
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Nimzowitsch – Rubinstein
Breslau 1925

1801222222223 
4 + T + +5 
4+ + + O 5 
4 +l+ V O5 
4+oO +o+p5 
4p+ + B +5 
4+ P + P 5 
4 +k+ P +5 
4+ + R + 5 
7888888889
White had the move and played an exchange 

sacrifice, which despite the length of the 
combination can be expressed in no other terms 
than: White is aiming for the ideal position (the 
frontal attack against an isolated pawn – see 
section 5, page 86). I managed to carry out the 
deeply laid plan (although it could have been 
refuted) since Rubinstein seemed handicapped 
by not being as familiar as I was with the well-
known rules of my system. Moreover, I know 
no other ending in which this precise striving 
for “the ideal position” is more clearly illustrated 
than in the one which follows.

Things proceeded as follows: 1.¦e6† ¢d5 
2.¦xf6 gxf6 3.axb5 (threatening 4.c4† ¢xc4 
5.b6 etc) 3...c4 And now White took the §h6, 
although he had to give up the b- and h-pawns; 
there followed 4.¥xh6 ¦h8 5.¥g7 ¦xh5 6.¥xf6 
¢c5 7.¢d2!. The key idea. All that has happened 
up till now was solely and simply to clear the 
way for the king to get to f4. 7...¢xb5? An 
error. Here Black could prevent the king journey 
planned by White by 7...¦h6 8.¥d4† ¢xb5 
9.¢e3 ¦e6† 10.¢f4 ¦e4† then ¦xd4 and wins. 
Note that 10.¢f3 (instead of 10.¢f4?) would 

not have saved White either, because then there 
would have been at the correct time ¦e4 then 
¢xb5 and the king would have marched to e1 
followed by ¦e2 etc.

In the game, there followed 8.¢e3 ¢c5 
9.¢f4!. And things are all right again. 9...¢d5 
10.f3 And it ended in a draw after a few moves, 
since the rook and black king cannot both be 
liberated at the same time. (Or else there could 
be a double attack on c3 followed by an exchange 
sacrifice.) An instructive ending!! How keenly 
the king tried to get to the frontal attack we have 
described! Why? Well, because such efforts form 
part of the king’s innermost being (and one of 
the rules of the blockade).

The second example shows a simple case of 
flanking.

Hansen – Nimzowitsch
Denmark (simultaneous)

1811222222223 
4 + + + +5 
4+ + + + 5 
4 +oL + +5 
4+ +o+ O 5 
4 O P +p+5 
4+ +k+ + 5 
4p+p+ + +5 
4+ + + + 5 
7888888889
Black played 1...¢c7 (he has to do something 

against the threat of c3 with the distant passed 
pawn which would result from it) and the 
ending went as follows, simply and effectively: 
2.c3 (or 2.c4 ¢b6 3.cxd5 cxd5 4.¢c2 ¢a5! 
– tempo!) 2...¢b6! 3.cxb4 ¢b5 4.¢c3 ¢a4 
and the flanking works perfectly in spite of 

Endgames and games illustrating passed pawns
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allowing White to win the pawn, since White 
has been crippled which favours Black’s flanking 
manoeuvre.

Example 3 illustrates how a distant passed 
pawn can deflect a king.

Tarrasch – Berger
Breslau 1889

1821222222223 
4 + + L +5 
4+ + +oOo5 
4 + O + +5 
4O + + + 5 
4 + Op+ +5 
4+p+ +p+ 5 
4p+ + +pP5 
4+ + + +k5 
7888888889
After an exchange of queens (see game 6,  

page 60) there now followed: 37.¢g1 ¢e7 
38.¢f2 d5 39.e5 (there was also the simpler 
39.exd5 ¢d6 40.¢e2 ¢xd5 41.a3 ¢c5 and 
White will also succeed with f2-f4 and finally 
a deflection by b4†) 39...¢e6 40.¢e2 (40.f4 
would be weaker on account of 40...g5 41.g3 
gxf4 42.gxf4 ¢f5) 40...¢xe5 41.¢d3 h5 42.a3 
(42.h4! first would have been preferable) 42...h4!  
Black creates a chance for later. 43.b4 axb4 
44.axb4 ¢d6 45.¢xd4 ¢c6 46.b5† White 
does not use the zugzwang. 46.f4 would have 
brought about zugzwang and a pawn advance 
by Black; this would have decisively favoured the 
later king excursion by White and the execution 
of the black pawns which follows it. 46...¢xb5 
47.¢xd5 ¢b4! And now the deflection is of 
lesser importance in that Black, after the taking 
of the g- and h-pawns, needs only a few tempi 
for his own h-pawn. The ending is instructive on 
account of the errors. The position reached was 
finally won by White, after Black had overlooked 
the chance of a draw.

Example 4 is important for the way linked 
passed pawns move (see section 6, page 89).

Nimzowitsch – Alapin
St Petersburg 1913

1831222222223 
4 +t+t+l+5 
4+w+ + Oo5 
4 + +o+m+5 
4OpP Qo+ 5 
4 + N + +5 
4+ + + + 5 
4 +p+ PpP5 
4+r+ R K 5 
7888888889
Play went: 1.c6! Here the choice of which 

pawn to advance first is made not so much on 
account of which is under the greater or lesser 
danger of blockade but because White would 
otherwise lose the c-pawn. 1...£b6 (if 1...¦xc6 
2.bxc6 £xb1 3.¦xb1 ¤xe5 then 4.c7 with a 
passed pawn and the 7th rank absolute [page 46], 
e.g. 4...¤d7 5.¤c6 and wins) 2.£e3 Now the 
blockader on b6 must be chased away so that 
the somewhat backward b-pawn can advance 
(section 6, page 90). 2...f4 (the threat had been 
¤xf5) 3.£e4 ¦cd8 4.¤f3 ¦d6

1841222222223 
4 + +t+l+5 
4+ + + Oo5 
4 WpTo+m+5 
4Op+ + + 5 
4 + +qO +5 
4+ + +n+ 5 
4 +p+ PpP5 
4+r+ R K 5 
7888888889
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5.h4! With his strong position in the centre 
(£e4), White now wishes to prove that the 
defending pieces are hanging in mid-air. 5...£c5 
It has worked. The blockader has become more 
accommodating! 6.¤e5 (the move 6.h5! would 
also be good and logical; 6...£xh5 7.b6 and the 
two friends meet up again) 6...¦d4 (the main 
line would be 6...¦d2 7.¤d3 £xc2 8.b6!,

1851222222223 
4 + +t+l+5 
4+ + + Oo5 
4 Pp+o+m+5 
4O + + + 5 
4 + +qO P5 
4+ +n+ + 5 
4 +wT Pp+5 
4+r+ R K 5 
7888888889and without worrying about the loss of a piece 

the pawns march on to queen) 7.£e2 ¤xh4 
8.b6 (according to book, the way things should 
go!) 8...¦b4 9.¦xb4 axb4 10.b7 £c3 11.£e4 
¤f5 12.¤d7 1–0

Example 5 (Nimzowitsch – Amateur, odds 
game, Nuremberg 1904) shows how impetuous 
a passed pawn can become. Usually you cannot 
guess at its temperament, but we do know about 
its lust to expand. So the example which follows 
will not come as a surprise.

1861222222223 
4t+ Vt+ +5 
4+o+ + Lo5 
4 Po+ Oo+5 
4O P Pv+ 5 
4 + + + +5 
4+ + QbPw5 
4 B R + P5 
4+ + +rK 5 
7888888889

Next came 1.g4 ¥xg4 2.exf6† ¢f7. Here, the 
king is a bad blockader because of its sensitivity. 
The danger of mate means that his blockading 
effect is pure illusion. 3.¥d5†! To create a zone 
of activity for the f-rook without loss of time. It 
is now supporting the passed pawn to the best 
of its ability. 3...cxd5 4.£xe8† ¢xe8 5.f7† 
¢f8 The last attempt at a blockade. But now 
the piece behind (¥b2) is brought to life by the 
lengthening of the diagonal thanks to 5.f7. It 
makes its presence felt, most uncomfortably for 
Black. 6.¥g7†! ¢xg7 7.f8£ mate.

This ending is a pragmatic demonstration of 
the lust to expand.

Example 6 is characteristic of the flexibility 
required of the blockader. The subject is an 
endgame which has come down to a blockade. We 
shall only look at the most important aspects.

Nimzowitsch – A. Nilsson
Nordic Master Tournament 1924

1871222222223 
4t+ + + +5 
4T +l+ Oo5 
4o+ + + +5 
4+oPo+ + 5 
4 P Po+ +5 
4+ + P + 5 
4r+ + KpP5 
4R + + + 5 
7888888889
White wishes to play down the f-file with 

something like 1.¢g3, 2.¦f1. He wishes to create 
for himself an entry point on f6 by advancing 
his h-pawn h2-h4-h5-h6, and for that reason 
the presence of the white king on the kingside 
is necessary. But despite the fact that the f-line 
dominates play, White found the courage to resist 
its lure and quietly played 1.¦a2-a5 and only then 
started the struggle for the f-file. The blockade on 
a5 is possible here, because the blockading piece 


